IN LIEU OF
DIRECTORS’ ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Monday, August 31, 2020

I. DIRECTORS CORRESPONDENCE
   PLANNING DEPARTMENT
   1. Weekly Administrative Approvals from August 18, 2020 through August 24, 2020

II. CONSTITUENT CORRESPONDENCE
   1. Effects of COVID on people who work - Kent Thompson
   2. Proposed Resolution Amtrak - Richard Schmeling
   3. Good Day - Angie Matthews
   4. Phil Euler Rental - Alec DeGrenier
   5. You can still redeem yourselves - Robert Borer
Memorandum

Date: August 25, 2020

To: City Clerk

From: Rhonda Haas, Planning Dept.

Re: Administrative Approvals

cc: Geri Rorabaugh, Planning Dept.

This is a list of City administrative approvals by the Planning Director from August 18, 2020 through August 24, 2020:

Administrative Amendment 20041 to Use Permit 123E, Landmark Corporate Center, approved by the Planning Director on August 14, 2020, to create four lots, 13A-13D from the previous Lot 13, Block 2, show a new access to N. 33rd Street with a right turn lane, and add Lots 13A-13D to the lighting trespass waiver in General Note 34, generally located at North 33rd Street and Ox Box Circle.

Administrative Amendment 20045 to Special Permit 18041, Waterford Estates Townhomes, approved by the Planning Director on August 21, 2020, to reduce the rear yard setback from 20 feet to 15 feet for Block 2, generally located at North 102nd and Boathouse Road.
When does the science meet media?

The number of positive test have not related to outpouring of infections. Hospitals have plenty of capacity. Total infected in Lincoln works out to less than .2% of our total population The media is creating mass hysteria for their own benefit at the expense of the working class.

As a business owner it is extremely frustrating that our tenants can not use their spaces as desired. Hard working folks are at best moved to part time, meanwhile Real Estate Taxes, Sales Taxes and fees for City services continue to escalate.

Businesses have taken on the chin.....government can’t stop spending more and more money. When does the majority start to rule – the other 99.98% of our population that wants to work and go to school? Is this really the social agenda you were elected for?

Stop destroying our society now!

Kent Thompson
President

620 N. 48th Suite 101
Lincoln, NE 68504
402-421-7700
kthompson@cretrg.com
Good Afternoon Council Members,

Richard Schmeling dropped off a copy of the attached proposed resolution to present to Council members. A copy has been placed in each of your mailboxes.

Thanks,

Angie Birkett
Administrative Secretary
Lincoln City Council
555 South 10th St., Ste 111
Lincoln, NE 68508
Phone 402-441-6867
Fax 402-441-6533
abirkett@lincoln.ne.gov
Resolution

WHEREAS the City of Lincoln, Nebraska, is the location of the capital of the State of Nebraska, the home of the main campus of the University of Nebraska and several colleges and many businesses dependent upon the ability to travel freely,

AND WHEREAS the current pandemic has caused airlines serving Lincoln to cancel flights or withdraw service altogether,

AND WHEREAS Lincoln is currently served by the "California Zephyr" a long distance train from Chicago to the San Francisco area in California operating daily in each direction,

AND WHEREAS Amtrak has announced its intention to Congress to modify service on long distance trains from daily to tri-weekly effective October 1, 2020, which would affect the "California Zephyr",

AND WHEREAS Amtrak represents the only public transportation alternative for many towns in rural Nebraska and the continuation of daily "California Zephyr" service is essential to providing necessary travel to effect economic recovery from the current pandemic,

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS RESOLVED AS FOLLOWS:

1. The Lincoln City Council opposes the decision of Amtrak to cut service on long distance trains including the "California Zephyr" from daily to tri-weekly.

2. The council shall send a copy of this resolution to the members of the Amtrak Board of Directors.

3. The council shall send a copy of this resolution to all members of the Nebraska congressional delegation, the Governor of the State of Nebraska and the Mayors of the cities of Omaha, Lincoln, Hasting, Holdrege and McCook, Nebraska, those being "California Zephyr" stops in Nebraska, and urge all of them to exert their best efforts to insure that daily service on the "California Zephyr" and other long distance trains operated by Amtrak shall remain daily service and not be cut to tri-weekly service.

ADOPTED this ___ day of _____, 2020

__________________________
Chairman of the Lincoln City Council

City Clerk of Lincoln, Nebraska
Council members:

Article: CDC guidelines say wearing a mask during prolonged exposure to coronavirus won't prevent possible infection


There is no justification (and there never was) for the mayor to order a mask mandate in the city of Lincoln. The mask requirement needs to be halted at once and YOU the council members have this power. Requiring that healthy people be masked (as you know in your heart and soul) is tyrannical, and I know that you are not tyrants - but it feels as though our city's health director and mayor have a deeper agenda that involves their own political advancement because they are overstepping your power. These masks are dehumanizing and our children must not be allowed to suffer any longer. Please stop these draconian measures of "social" distancing in our community with this 6-foot requirement - there is no science behind this arbitrary distance. We are no longer in a state of emergency. Please let the citizens of Lincoln feel like free Americans once again!

Also, you may (or may not) realize that the government does not have YOUR health in their best interest - and they never have. But DON'T TAKE MY WORD for it - do the research. Did you know that the United States is one of only TWO countries (New Zealand) in the world that advertise pharmaceutical drugs? Ask yourself, WHY?

Were you aware that John D. Rockefeller spearheaded what is now Western pharmaceutical medicine? When Rockefeller and his cronies shut down all naturopathic doctors and herbalists over 100 years ago in order to thrust his agenda of pushing pharmaceuticals, this country slowly lost all connection with God's natural medicine: whole foods and herbs from this Earth. (Don't get me wrong, some pharmaceuticals have their place - my close relative has Type 1 insulin-dependent Diabetes). Did you know Rockefeller's pharmaceuticals contained petroleum and were later determined to cause cancer? He realized this and to appear a humanitarian/philanthropist, he established the American Society for the Control of Cancer in 1913 (which later became the American Cancer Society). John D. Rockefeller, the oil tycoon and politician, helped to fund what has now become an industry that rules over most American Corporations and politicians. This country has been almost entirely BOUGHT by the pharmaceutical industry, and it is frightening the amount of power and influence they have over our society. We must take the steps to return to our roots so that we can heal our citizens and return this country to its original balance of power.

I leave you with one last thing to ponder. Did you know that as far back as April/May 2019 (9 months PRIOR to this pandemic), numerous social media sites began censoring any doctors that do not
follow the allopathic model of medicine? I know this to be true because I follow and receive emails from a large number of naturopathic MDs and nutritionists and nearly all were reporting significant reduction in website traffic (sometimes a reduction of nearly 99%)! The censorship that you are hearing of recently did NOT begin with this pandemic and presidential election. Did you know that GOOGLE's suggested search results are no longer based on true cumulative search history among their users, but that they in fact are manipulated through complex algorithms intended to sway the public's view on any matter of their choosing? Look into the Google whistleblower Zach Vorhies' account of his time working there (do not search this on Google, search the word 'Google' on GreenMedInfo.com).

Again, I implore you to ask yourself why this is happening? Is it because the allopathic model of healthcare is not "health" care at all - but SICKcare for monetary gain?

("The United States currently ranks highest in healthcare spending among the developed nations of the world. According to data released by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 2018 (the latest for which figures were available), the U.S. rate was a staggering $10,000 per capita." Sep 28, 2019)

Thank you for hearing my plea about the masks, and I hope you found some of this additional information to be eye-opening. Are you beginning to see that the masks were never about our health?

Lastly, did you catch the video from Dr. Ben Tapper regarding the Omaha mask mandate? It is only 2 minutes long and is a moving testimony. It sums up how many health-minded individuals view the state of our country.

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CD_xc4enC3h/?igshid=1bo6i4ixzybpg&fbclid=IwAR37Eu d3XzWhAjkX3sN3Vqp4qrXRVvAu-UwyDDMwVhf9_dIwtrW0G9E3utQ

In health,

Angie Matthews
I’m writing in regards to the building proposal know as peanut hill in the college view neighborhood. My boyfriend and I moved into the house at 3630 south 46th street on January first of this year. We rent from Phil Euler. Or I should say, we did rent from Phil Euler. He’s forcing us to leave in order to carry on with his plans.

The day we signed our lease, Phil told us that our house was part of a project he’d been working of for a very long time. He explained that somewhere down the road (he used the phrase “a year or two”, our house would be moved across the street. He told us that he would provide suitable accommodations for us in one of his other properties, and once our house was moved, we would be able to move back in. We have since found out those were all lies. I received a call from Phil towards the end of May. At this time, Phil said the house would be moved as soon as the end of July. He also said once the house was relocated, the rent would be going up several hundred dollars a month. I was shocked to say the least because this wasn’t what we were told when we signed the lease.

On a side note, my boyfriend and I both thought it was a little strange that Phil wanted us to sign a month to month lease rather than a 12 or 24 month lease. At the time he said it was “for our protection” we realize now that we were being used. Phil was having a lot of trouble with the person who rented our house before us. He wanted them out, but he wasn’t willing to lose out on 6 to 8 months of rent payments while his project was waiting to be approved.

About a month after we moved in we woke up to graffiti in our driveway. It said F&$% you Phil. We should have known then he was not a popular guy in the neighborhood.

A couple weeks after we learned that we would have to leave our house, a man and his family stopped by and explained that he was a home owner in the neighborhood, and asked if we would be willing to sign his petition against Phil’s plan. I signed it because even though we are being forced out, I’ve talked to our neighbors here. They don’t want this in their backyards, and I don’t blame them. At some point, that petition became public record. Thats when Phil started harassing us. He has a large tractor, and he likes to get up early and drive it as close to our bedroom window as he can. We’ve had a constant stream of his family and employees in and out of our yard. I’ve asked for this to stop as the motion in the yard sets off our ring doorbell and send our cats running. At this point I feel like we were used, and when we didn’t just roll over and let him walk on us, he decided to act out like a child.

Phil Euler is a BULLY! He lied to us, and he used us. We are moving out on July 30th, and I’m confident once this letter becomes public record, any chance of us receiving our security deposit back from Phil is out the window, but at this point, I Don’t Care! He shouldn’t be able to treat people this way just because he has money. The homeowners in this neighborhood need their representatives to stand up for them.
The saddest part to me at this point, is that today, one of his employees came by and thoroughly cleaned mowed and pulled all the weeds on the entire property. This afternoon I learned the vote has been delayed. I’m terrified he’s going to lie to another unsuspecting couple, and get them to move in only to have his plan approved a couple months from now, and then kick them out like he’s doing to us now.

The homeowners in this neighborhood aren’t wealthy people. They are hard working people who have put their own blood sweat and tears into making the college view neighborhood the thriving “little slice” of The American Dream it is now. We are so sad that we are being forced out. The move into this house was supposed to mark a new chapter in our lives. We made that abundantly clear to Phil when we moved in. He knew we were expecting longevity, and like a snake-oil salesman he told us everything we wanted to hear.

I urge you to please, let these homeowners keep the neighborhood they’ve worked so hard to create. Don’t let Phil fool you like he did us.

Thank you for your time.
Kortney Mork
Alec DeGrenier

Sent from my iPhone
Council Members-

The people are waking up. You can still redeem yourselves and save face. There is no actual state of emergency based on the information below. Consider what Idaho is trying to do:

[link]

Robert Borer

The facts:
Cause of death is easily manipulated...by physician-bias, politics, the news media...especially when monetary incentives are offered.

All cause mortality figures cannot be manipulated. In comparing all cause mortality in Nebraska for the first 30 weeks of 2020 with the same period the previous three years, we see there is no abnormal rise in deaths this year:

- 2017 - 10,038
- 2018 - 10,063
- 2019 - 9,934
- 2020 - 10,084 (updated on 8/13, for the week ending 7/25)

We have 21 more deaths this year over 2018. By what logic are we calling 2020 a pandemic?

If we look at Lancaster County thus far, we see 19 deaths attributed to COVID-19. It is not stated, but ALL of these deaths involved comorbidities. 16 of them involved people 60 years of age and older, and 8 involved people 80 years and older. By what logic are we calling this a pandemic?

If we look at Lancaster County "case" numbers—the only thing currently driving the fear—we see that, according to the Lancaster County Dashboard, a "case" is defined as nothing more than a person who tests positive. A person doesn't have to be symptomatic at all, nor ever become symptomatic. It's just a number that means someone tested positive. Please be advised the test itself has never been verified.

If we look at the world scene, we see that all excess death in this alleged pandemic took place in a very short period of time (a matter of a few weeks)—simultaneously around the world —immediately following the WHO declaration of a pandemic. You should be smelling a rat after reading that statement. A contagious pathogen doesn't reach the entire world simultaneously, and then die out a short time later simultaneously (without killing everyone).

Quoting the Abstract of a paper entitled _All-cause mortality during COVID-19: No plague and a likely signature of mass homicide by government response_: 
These “COVID peak” characteristics, and a review of the epidemiological history, and of relevant knowledge about viral respiratory diseases, lead me to postulate that the “COVID peak” results from an accelerated mass homicide of immune-vulnerable individuals, and individuals made more immune-vulnerable, by government and institutional actions, rather than being an epidemiological signature of a novel virus, irrespective of the degree to which the virus is novel from the perspective of viral speciation.